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Abstra t
This paper presents an approa h to approximate reasoning over the set of IF-THEN rules
logi

alled fuzzy

dedu tion. It understands IF-THEN rules as linguisti ally expressed logi al impli ations and

interprets then inside formal logi al theory. Methodology and some properties are presented.
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1

Introdu tion

This paper is a study of one approa h to approximate reasoning over the set of IF-THEN rules alled

fuzzy logi dedu tion. First we present it in a general form and then on entrate on a situation when an
input (in the following, we all it observation ) is a risp number. e.g. a result of some measurement.

We an distinguish two approa hes in the general theory of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The rst one (see
[13, 14℄) uses linguisti form of the IF-THEN rules as a motivation for nding spe ial formulas alled
disjun tive (DNF) and onjun tive (CNF) normal forms. The goal is to approximate a given fun tion in
some model with pres ribed a ura y.
The se ond possibility is to take the set of IF-THEN rules (in the following, we will all it the linguisti
des ription ) as the set of genuine linguisti expressions, nd their logi al interpretation and work with
this interpretation inside some formal logi al theory. The theory is based on fuzzy logi in narrow sense
with evaluated syntax.
This paper fo uses on the se ond approa h. We will show the possible interpretation of linguisti
des ription and the way how logi al dedu tion based on it an be performed.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Logi al preliminaries

The formal system we are working in is fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax (FLn) (see
[12℄). It is based on Lukasiewi z MV-algebra of truth values

L = hL; ; ; :; 0; 1i:
where the set of truth values L is the interval [0; 1℄ of real numbers.
Let A(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) be a formula and t1 ; : : : ; tn be terms substitutable into A for the variables x1 ; : : : ; xn ,
respe tively. By Ax1 ;:::;xn [t1 ; : : : ; tn ℄, we denote an instan e of A resulting from it when repla ing all the
free o urren es of the variables x1 ; : : : ; xn by the respe tive terms t1 ; : : : ; tn .
A fuzzy theory T is a fuzzy set of formulas T 
 FJ given by the triple T = hLAx; SAx; Ri where

LAx 
F
is
a
fuzzy
set
of
logi
al
axioms,
SAx
F
J

 J is a fuzzy set of spe ial axioms and R is a set of
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inferen e rules whi h in ludes the rules modus ponens (rMP ), generalization (rG ) and logi al onstant
introdu tion (rLC ). If T is a fuzzy theory then its language is denoted by J (T ).
We will usually de ne a fuzzy theory only by the fuzzy set of its spe ial axioms, i.e. we write
Æ

T = fa A j : : :g

(1)

understanding that a > 0 in (1) and A is a spe ial axiom of T .
The semanti s is de ned by generalization of the lassi al semanti s of predi ate logi . The stru ture
for the language J is
V = hV; fV ; : : : ; PV ; : : : ; uV ; : : :i
(2)
n
where fV : V n ! V are n-ary fun tions on V assigned to the fun tional symbols f 2 J , PV 
 V are
n-ary fuzzy relations on V assigned to the predi ate symbols P 2 J and uV 2 V are designated elements
assigned to the obje t onstants u 2 J . If the on rete symbols fV ; PV ; uV ; : : : are unimportant for the
explanation then we will simplify (2) only to V = hV; : : :i.
We say that the stru ture V is a model of the fuzzy theory T and write V j= T if SAx(A)  V (A)
holds for every formula A 2 FJ (T ) .
The on ept of the provability degree as a generalization of the lassi al provability T `a A and truth
degree T j=a A an be introdu ed (for the pre ise de nitions and a lot of properties of them | see [12℄).
Let us stress that the provability degree oin ides with the truth due to the ompleteness theorem.

Theorem 1 (Completeness)

T `a A () T j=a A
holds for every formula A 2 FJ and every onsistent fuzzy theory T .
Other on epts and results from fuzzy logi in narrow sense are also presented in [10℄ of the this volume.
2.2

Linguisti

preliminaries

A general surfa e stru ture of fuzzy IF-THEN rule is

IF hnouni1 is A THEN hnouni2 is B :

(3)

It is a onditional statement hara terizing relation between linguisti expressions of the form

hnouni is A:

(4)

We will all expressions (4) the linguisti predi ations.
Examples of su h predi ations are \temperature is quite high", \angle of the wheel is negative very
big", \(breaking) for e is more or less small", et . The stru ture of (4) is quite general sin e it is possible
to transform into it a great deal of more ompli ated expressions. For example, the former predi ations
an be obtained from \turn the wheel very mu h to the left", or \break but not too mu h". Note that
the latter possibility | transformation of ommands into predi ations | has opened the door to the
appli ations of fuzzy logi in ontrol.
For the purpose of modeling using fuzzy logi , we usually are not interested in the obje ts denoted by
nouns o urring in the linguisti predi ations. In the pra ti e, they are repla ed by numbers. Therefore,
we repla e hnouni in (3) by some variable X; Y; : : :, et . Consequently, the general surfa e stru ture of
fuzzy IF-THEN rule onsidered further is

IF X is A THEN Y is B :

(5)

A spe ial ase of the expressions o urring in the linguisti predi ations, whi h deserve our attention,
are evaluating linguisti expressions ( f. [12, 9℄). These are spe ial natural language expressions, whi h
hara terize sizes, distan es, et . In general, they hara terize a position on an ordered s ale. Among
them, we distinguish atomi evaluating expressions whi h in lude any of the adje tives \small", \medium", or \big"(and possibly other ases of the same kind, su h as \ old", \hot", et .), or fuzzy quantity
\approximately z ". The latter is a linguisti expression hara terizing some quantity z from an ordered
set. Examples of fuzzy quantities are thirty two, the value z , et . Simple evaluating expressions are very
small, more or less medium, roughly big, about twenty ve, approximately z , et .
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Atomi evaluating expressions usually form pairs of antonyms, i.e. the pairs

hnominal adje tivei | hantonymi:
Of ourse, there are a lot of pairs of antonyms, for example \young | old", \ugly | ni e", \stupid |
lever", et . When ompleted by the middle term, su h as \medium", \average", et ., they form the so
alled basi linguisti tri hotomy. Let us stress, that the basi linguisti tri hotomy \small, medium, big"
should be taken as anoni al, whi h represents a lot of other orresponding tri hotomies, su h as \short,
average, long", \deep, medium deep, shallow", et .
The simple evaluating expressions are expressions of the form

hlinguisti

hedgeihatomi evaluating expressioni:

The linguisti hedges are spe ial adje tives modifying the meaning of the adje tives before whi h they
stand. In general, we speak about the linguisti hedges with narrowing e e t (very, highly, et .) and
those with widening e e t (more or less, roughly, et .).
If A in (4) is an evaluating expression then (4) is alled the evaluating linguisti predi ation. If A is
simple then (4) is alled the simple evaluating predi ation. Examples of simple evaluating predi ations
are, e.g. \temperature is very high" (here \high" is taken instead of \big"), \pressure is roughly small",
\in ome is roughly three million", et .
Various linguisti expressions an be onne ted by the onne tives \AND" and \OR", thus forming

ompound linguisti expressions

C := A h onne tivei B:

(6)

If A, B are evaluating linguisti expressions (or predi ations) then (6) is orrespondingly alled ompound
evaluating linguisti expression (or predi ation).
All the above dis ussed expressions of natural language (evaluating expressions, predi ations, et .)
form a part S of natural language, whi h is formalized using the means of fuzzy logi . The starting point
are translation rules using whi h, the items of the surfa e syntax level are assigned obje ts from the lower
levels. Besides others, we must introdu e the on epts of intension, extension and possible world.
Let us stress on this pla e that we do not pretend that the formalism used in the subsequent se tions
enables us to model natural language semanti s as a whole. We better say that our formalism is powerful
enough to model that part of it, whi h overs at least the evaluating expressions, evaluating predi ations
and simple onditional senten es formed from them. Hen e, when speaking about a linguisti expression,
we will have on mind usually some of the expressions from the above onsidered set S in the sequel.
2.3

The meaning of linguisti

expressions

A linguisti expression may in general be understood as a name of some property. In the linguisti theory,
we speak about its intension (instead of property named by it). Furthermore, we have to onsider a
possible world ( f. [8, 15℄), whi h an be informally understood as \a parti ular state of a airs". For us,
the possible world is a set of obje ts, whi h may arry the properties in on ern. Hen e, the intension of
the linguisti expression determines in ea h possible world its extension, i.e. a grouping of obje ts having
the given property. Sin e there an exists in nite number of possible worlds, one intension may lead to
a lass of extensions.
We will formalize these on epts using the means of predi ate FLn with evaluated syntax. The level of
formal syntax is identi ed with the syntax of FLn and the semanti level is identi ed with the semanti s of
FLn. In the sequel, we suppose some xed predi ate language J . By FJ we denote the set of well-formed
formulas and by M the set of all the losed terms of J (we will further suppose that M ontains at least
two elements).
To de ne the mathemati al model of the intension of a linguisti expression A 2 S , we start by
assigning some formula A(x) 2 FJ to A. However, this is not suÆ ient sin e this does not grasp inherent
vagueness of the property represented by A. This an be a omplished in FLn using the on Æept of
evaluated formula. Namely, if A(x) is a formula with one free variable then the evaluated formula a Ax [t℄
means that some obje t represented by the term t has the property A in the degree at least a 2 L. This
renders the hint for formalization of intensions of linguisti expressions given in De nition 1 below.
The extension is hara terized on the semanti level, whi h is identi ed with the semanti s of FLn.
Hen e, the on ept of possible world is understood as a spe ial stru ture V for J

V = hV; PV ; : : : ; i:
4

We will usually suppose that all the fuzzy relations assigned to predi ate symbols of J in the possible
world V have ontinuous membership fun tion. Moreover, some further assumptions on V an be made,
for example the unimodality of some membership fun tions, spe i topologi al stru ture de ned on the
support V , et . As a spe ial ase, when dealing with evaluating linguisti expressions, V is assumed to
be a linearly ordered interval V = [l v; rv ℄.

De nition 1 Let A 2 S be a natural language expression and let it be assigned a formula A(x).
(i) The intension of A is a set of evaluated formulas (also alled multiformula)


(ii) The extension of

Æ

Int(A) = Ahxi = at Ax [t℄ t 2 M; at 2 L :

(7)

A in the possible world V is the satisfa tion fuzzy set
n
o
Æ
ExtV (A) = V (A(v=x)) v v 2 V

(8)

(iii) The meaning of A is the ouple
Mean(A) = hInt(A); Ext(A)i

where Ext(A) = fExtV (A) j V is a possible worldg is a lass of all its extensions.

3

Theories for modeling of the meaning of linguisti expressions

In this se tion we state several natural requirements whi h a logi al theory aimed at hara terization of
the meanings of linguisti expressions should ful ll.
We denote the theory mentioned by T EX and its rst-order language by J (T EX ). The ( nite) set
of simple linguisti evaluating expressions is denoted by S . The orresponding set of unary predi ate
symbols in language J (T EX ) is denoted by G . We denote by m : S ! G a bije tion between S and G .
The set of all the losed terms of the sort i 2 # is denoted by M . In De nition 1, the intension of linguisti
expression has been generally de ned as a set of (instan es of) evaluated formulas. In the following, we
use the provability degrees in some formal theory T as the evaluations of instan es of formulas.
The intension of simple evaluating expression A 2 S in a theory T is then
n

Æ

Int(A) = ~ G (t) Gx [t℄ j G = m(A); t 2 M; T

`

Gt

~ ( )

o

Gx [t℄ ;

where ~ G : M ! L is a fun tion alled intensional mapping. Note that ~ G (t) depends also on the
theory T we are working in. Be ause G is a set of unary predi ate symbols, every non-empty subset of G
is a set of independent evaluated formulas in the sense of [12℄, De nition 6.16.

De nition 2 The theory of fuzzy predi ate logi T EX with the set of unary predi ate symbols G is alled
a theory of evaluating expressions if it ful lls the following onditions:
1. T EX is onsistent.



2. The language J T EX should ontain a set of onstants large enough for the representation of real
numbers, e.g. let the set of losed terms M be M = ftz j z 2 [0; 1℄g.
3. For every formula G(x) 2 G , there should exist losed terms t1 ; t2 2 M su h that T EX
T EX ` :Gx [t2 ℄.
4. Let G : [0; 1℄

` Gx [t ℄ and
1

! [0; 1℄ be fun tions adjoined to fun tions ~G by putting
G (z ) = v () ~ G (tz ) = v:

The fun tions G should be ontinuous with respe t to standard topology on R, and unimodal, i.e.
they have only one maximum (point or interval) on [0; 1℄,
5. For every t 2 M there is at least one G 2 G su h that T EX
5

` Gx [t℄ with > 0.

Item 3 of the previous de nition arti ulates the requirement that the properties expressed by simple
evaluating expressions should be ompletely valid for some obje ts and ompletely invalid for the other
ones. Item 4 expresses the fa t that vagueness annot hange abruptly (it is ontinuous) and that for
evaluating expressions like very small, more or less medium et . there is always only one subinterval
[tl ; tr ℄  M (every real number from [0; 1℄ has some property in a non-zero degree, i.e. that the set S of
simple evaluating expressions is ri h enough).
The intensional mappings of the atomi formulas G(x) 2 G an be omputed inside some other theory,
e.g. the theory of evaluating syntagms T EV des ribed in [9℄. There are formulas whi h orrespond to
simple evaluating expressions omposed from predi ate symbol for horizon L, a set of unary onne tives
 representing linguisti hedges, and fun tional symbol  for order-reversing automorphism. It means
that these formulas are not independent, in general.

De nition 3 Canoni al model V of the theory of evaluating expressions T EX is a model V = h[0; 1℄; : : : ; i
for whi h the following property should hold for all G 2 G and t 2 M :

V (Gx [t℄) = ~G (t):

(9)

The question of existen e of su h a anoni al model is addressed by the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Let the theory T ful ll the onditions of the De nition 2. Suppose that the fuzzy set of
spe ial axioms of
Æ the theory T has the following property: if a predi ate symbol G 2 G is ontained in a
spe ial axiom a A, then A has the form
Æ

f ~G (t) Gx [t℄g:

(10)

Then there exists a anoni al model V j= T in the sense of the De nition 3.
proof: The theory T is onsistent, so it has a model
follows fromoLemma 6.1 in [12℄, that a
n U . It
Æ
?
fuzzy theory T with the set of spe ial axioms SAx = ~G (t) Gx [t℄ j G 2 G has a model U ? j= T ? for
whi h property (9) holds. We an onstru t a stru ture U~ su h that U~ = U ? ,

U~(Gi;x [t℄) = U ? (Gi;x [t℄) = ~Gi (t);

Æ

whi h is possible be ause G(x) are atomi formulas. Other spe ial axioms a A of the theory T have
not Gi as their subformulas, and we put interpretation of spe ial symbols of J (T ) di erent from Gi in
U~ equal to their interpretation in U , from whi h it follows that U~(A) = U (A), A 2 Supp(SAxU ), and
therefore U~ j= T .
2

This proposition says that anoni al model exists if atomi predi ate symbols G 2 G are not subformulas of spe ial axioms other than of the form (10). Existen e of anoni al models is important,
be ause it guarantees the existen e of possible world where membership fun tions of fuzzy relations |
interpretations of predi ate symbols G 2 G | have the properties de ned in De nition 2.

4

Linguisti des riptions

This se tion presents the treatment of linguisti des riptions on linguisti , synta ti and semanti levels.
On the linguisti level, linguisti des ription is a set of linguisti expressions IF A THEN B , where A
and B are evaluating linguisti predi ations.

De nition 4 Linguisti des ription in FLb is a nite set LDI = fRI1 ; RI2 ; : : : ; RIr g of the onditional
lauses
RIi := IF Ai THEN Bi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; r
(11)
where Ai , Bi are evaluating predi ations. If all evaluating predi ations Ai , Bi are simple then also the
linguisti des ription LDI is alled simple.

The intensions of individual onditional lauses RIi are determined by the theories of evaluating
expressions T1EX and T2EX for the ante edent and onsequent parts of IF-THEN rules, respe tively. The
theories T1EX and T2EX ould be identi al, but sometimes it is advantageous to use di erent theories for

6

ante edents and for onsequents. The language in whi h the intension of IF-THEN rule is written down
is two-sorted rst-order language

J (TI ) = hG1 ; G2 ; ft1;z j z 2 [0; 1℄g; ft2;z j z 2 [0; 1℄g; : : :i
where Gi , i = 1; 2 are the sets of atomi predi ate symbols of type i, dis ussed in the Se tion 3. The sets
of all losed terms of the sort i are denoted by Mi . The intension of one IF-THEN rule is

Ri;hx;yi = Ai;hxi ) Bi;hyi =
n
o
Æ
= ~ Ai )Bi (t; s) Ai;x [t℄ ) Bi;y [s℄ j t 2 M1 ; s 2 M2 ; Ai ; Bi 2 G ;

(12)

where ~ Ai )Bi = ~ Ai (t) ! ~ Bi (s) (! denotes Lukasiewi z impli ation). These intensions Ri;hx;yi are
the (only) spe ial axioms of fuzzy theory TI of language J (TI ),


TI = Ri;hx;yi j i = 1; 2; : : : ; r
We all this theory TI the theory of linguisti des ription
On the semanti level, given a possible world

(13)

LDI .

V = hhV ; V i; fAi j i 2 f1; : : : ; rgg; fBi j i 2 f1; : : : ; rgg; : : :i;
where Ai , Bi are fuzzy sets { interpretations of atomi predi ate symbols Ai 2 G , Bi 2 G , ea h fuzzy
IF-THEN rule Ri 2 LD I is assigned an extension in V :
n
o
Æ
ExtV (R) = V (Ai (u=x) ) Bi (v=y )) hu; v i hu; v i 2 V  V :
(14)
Note that extension of the fuzzy rule Ri is a fuzzy relation ExtV (Ri ) = R 
V V .
1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

Proposition 2 Let LDI be linguisti des ription. Then the theory TI is onsistent and there exists the
possible world W = hhW1 ; W2 i; fAi j i 2 f1; : : : ; rgg; fBi j i 2 f1; : : : ; rgg; : : :i, su h that

W (Ai;x [t℄ ) Bi;y [s℄) = ~Ai )Bi (t; s):
Let us onstru t the model W : de ne Wj = [0; 1℄, j = 1; 2 and Ai (x) = ~ Ai (tx ) for x = W (tx ),
tx 2 M1 and x 2 [0; 1℄. Analogously, Bi (y) = ~Bi (sy ) for y = W (sy ), sy 2 M2 and y 2 [0; 1℄. Then

proof:

W (Ai;x [t℄ ) Bi;y [s℄) = W (Ai;x [t℄) ! W (Bi;x [s℄) = Ai (W (t)) ! Bi (W (s)) =
= ~ Ai (t) ! ~Bi (s) = ~ Ai )Bi (t; s):
It follows that W j= TI and, therefore, TI is a onsistent theory.
The possible worlds isomorphi to the model W from the proof of Proposition 2 will be alled
models (or possible worlds) of TI .
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2
anoni al

Fuzzy logi dedu tion { basi s hema

The basi s hema of fuzzy logi dedu tion is the following: We have fuzzy theory TI omposed from
impli ations and fuzzy theory T 0 whi h represents an observation. From these theories we form a theory
TD = TI [ T 0. The theory TI expresses the relationship between ante edent and su edent variables. The
problem (addressed in the next se tion) is how an observation u0 measured in some possible world V an
be transformed to its logi al ounterpart T 0 . The general form of T 0 is
where J

 f1; 2; : : : ; rg and

T 0 = fA0i j i 2 J g
A0i =

n

o

Æ

~ Ai (t) Ai;x [t℄ j Ai = m(Ai )

If the theory TD = TI [ T 0 is onsistent then we an derive the on lusion

B0 = fB0i j i 2 J g;
7

where

n

o

Æ

B0i = ~Bi (s) Bi;y [s℄ j s 2 M2 ;
Bi;y [s℄. Generally, the theory T 0 an ontain several multiformulas A0i , and then

and ~Bi (s) = i TD `
also the on lusion B0 is omposed of several parts.

Theorem 2 Let LDI be a simple linguisti des ription and the theory TD = TI [ T 0 be onstru ted as
above. Then it is onsistent and we may derive a on lusion B0 = fB0i j i 2 J g, where the intensions B0i
are
n
o
Æ
(15)
B0i = ~Bi (s) Bi;y [s℄ j s 2 M2 ; Bi = m(Bi ); i 2 J ;
where

~Bi (s) =

and all ~Bi (s) in Bi , i 2 J are maximal.
proof:

6

_

t2M1

(~ Ai (t)

~Ai )Bi (t; s)) ;

2

Similar as the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [12℄, page 249.

Dedu tion with risp observations { implementation

Our primary interest is the ase of risp observations (in some possible world). Then the theory T 0 has
the following form:
 Æ
T 0 = 1 Ai [to ℄ j Ai = m(Ai ); i 2 f1; : : : ; rg
(16)

where Ai is the most suitable expression among evaluating expressions o urring in the ante edents of
IF-THEN rules in the linguisti des ription LD I , whi h orresponds to the term t0 . Informally, this
means that in every possible world the element assigned to t0 intuitively orresponds to the meaning of
the found suitable expression; for example, if t0 is assigned the expression \big" then every interpretation
v of t0 in every possible world is intuitively indeed \big".
The algorithm whi h sele ts the formula G(x) 2 G (and, onsequently, also the evaluating expression
Ai 2 S , Ai = m 1 (G)) given an observation u0 in some possible world W is des ribed as follows.
We will suppose some stru ture of the set G of atomi predi ate symbols whi h model the meanings of
linguisti evaluating expressions. This stru ture is motivated by the linguisti intuition (see Se tion 2.2)
| that there are several atomi evaluating expressions (adje tives like small, big et .). Their meaning
an be modi ed by linguisti hedges (see e.g. [5℄) { the adverbs very, more or less et . Then the set of
simple evaluating expressions is divided into several groups with the same atomi expressions, and these
groups are totally ordered by an order relation hara terizing a sharpness of the hedges.
The sharpness hara terizes the degree of pre ision imposed by hedge on the atomi expression, e.g.
very small is more spe i than roughly small and, therefore, the hedge very is sharper than roughly.
Therefore in the following we will denote predi ate symbols from G by Gi; , where the rst subs ript
i 2 P denotes the group of predi ate symbols orresponding to the evaluating expressions with the same
atomi one. The se ond subs ript 2 Qi denotes the sharpness, the smaller is this subs ript, the sharper
is the orresponding linguisti hedge. There is also a total order relation  de ned on the set fGi j i 2 P g
whi h determines formula G to be hosen in the situation where there are several andidates for the most
suitable formula G for the given term t 2 M .
Let us de ne the operation p : M ! L for the threshold 0 2 (0; 1℄ by

pT; 0 (A) =



;

T
;
T
0

` A and 
` A and > :
0

0

De nition 5 Let us denote the maximal value of operation p on the set G~  G for the given term t 2 M
by mt , i.e.
mt = max~ fpT; 0 (Gx [t℄)g:
G2G
The most suitable linguisti expression operation Suit : M ! G~ for the given theory T and the threshold
0 2 (0; 1℄ is de ned by the following formula:
(

SuitG~ (t0 ) =
0

mini2P fGi;
unde ned

0

j

0

= minf

~
j pT; 0 (Gi; ;x [t ℄) = mt0 ; Gi; 2 Ggg
0

8

if mt0 > 0
if mt0 = 0:

(17)

The rst minimum in the formula (17) is taken with respe t to the ordering  dis ussed above.
The next proposition shows that if the theory T is the theory of evaluating expressions in the sense
of De nition 2, then the result of Suit operation is always de ned, provided that G~ = G .

Proposition 3 Let the theory T EX ful lls the onditions of De nition 2 and
SuitG0 (t) = G;

holds for all t 2 M .

0

2 (0; 1℄. Then

G2G

Condition 5 from De nition 2 says that for every t 2 M there is at least one G 2 G su h that
It follows that there always exists some Gi; su h
that pT EX ; 0 (Gi; ;x [t℄) = mt and therefore the set

proof:

T EX

` Gx [t℄ with > 0, whi h means that mt > 0.
SG0 (t0 ) = fGi;

~
j pT; 0 (Gi; ;x [t ℄) = mt0 ; Gi; 2 Ggg
(18)
is non-empty for every t 2 T and have the property that if Gi; 2 SG0 (t ) and Gj; 2 SG0 (t ) then i 6= j .
Be ause  is total order, the set SG0 (t ) has unique minimum with respe t to , and the laim follows.
2
0

j

0

= minf

0

0

0

0

The meaning of the threshold 0 appearing in the de nition of the Suit operation is the following: all
the provability degrees with respe t to the theory T , whi h are greater than 0 , are regarded as maximal,
and therefore they are onsidered as possible andidates for the result of the Suit operation. This is
ne essary e.g. in situations when there are for some t 2 M two (or more) predi ate symbols G1 = Gi; j
and G2 = Gi; k from G , i 2 P , j < k with high values of ~ Gi (t) and also ~ G1 (t)  ~ G2 (t) for all
t 2 M . This orrespond to the so- alled in lusive interpretation of linguisti hedges [5℄. Then it is
unsatisfa tory to prefer small to very small in the situation when ~ G2 (t) is 1 and ~ G1 (t) is, say, 0.99,
G1 = m(very small ) and G2 = m(small ). The threshold 0 allows us to adjust the behavior of fuzzy
logi dedu tion in su h situations.
In the following we denote by An a set of all atomi predi ate symbols Gi; { meanings of simple
evaluating expressions appearing in the ante edents of rules from the linguisti des ription LD I . Formally,
if the linguisti des ription LDI has the form (11), then

An = fm(Ai ) j i = 1; : : : ; rg:

(19)

0
Proposition 4 Given linguisti des ription LDI , SuitAn
(t) is total fun tion i the set An de ned by
(19) have the following property (P): For every t 2 M1 there exists G 2 An su h that ~G (t) > 0.
0
proof: Suppose that P holds. Then the set SAn
(t) de ned by (18) is non-empty and has unique
0 (t) is a total fun tion. Vi e-versa, is
minimum with respe t to  for every t 2 M1 and, therefore SuitAn
P does not hold, then there exists some t0 2 M1 su h that ~ G (t0 ) = 0 for all G 2 An. It follows that
0
0
mt0 = 0 and, a ording to (17), SuitAn
(t0 ) is not de ned for t0 and SuitAn
(t) is not a total fun tion. 2

Now, the operation Suit is used in the algorithm of the fuzzy logi dedu tion. We start in some
possible world W = hfW1 ; W2 g; : : : g, where Wi = [l wi ; rwi ℄, Wi  R, i = 1; 2. For the observation
u0 2 W1 we nd the orresponding losed term t0 2 M1 su h that W (t0 ) = u0 . We may always assume
that there are enough terms in M1 so that t0 always exists. We suppose that there is some theory of
evaluating expressions T EX at our disposal. Last, we hoose the threshold 0 2 (0; 1℄. Then we nd
0
0
atomi predi ate symbol Gi 2 An, SuitAn
(t0 ) = Gi , if the result of SuitAn
(t0 ) is de ned. It means
that the i-th IF-THEN rule IF Ai THEN Bi is sele ted for performing the inferen e. The situation in
0
whi h the result of SuitAn
(t0 ) = G is unde ned orresponds to situation in whi h we have no relevant
information for the de ision about the result of inferen e. Then also the result of fuzzy logi dedu tion
for su h a t0 is left unde ned.
Now we form the theory TD = T 0 [ TI , where T 0 is de ned by (16). Next we derive a on lusion B0
de ned by formula (15). In this spe ial ase, when only one IF-THEN rule is used, (15) has the form
n

o

Æ
B0 = ~B (s) Bi;y [s℄ j s 2 M2 ; Bi = m(Bi ) ;
0

where

~ B (s) = ~ Ai )Bi (t0 ; s) = ~ Ai (t0 ) ! ~ Bi (s);
0

where Ai = m(Ai ).
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(20)

Then the extension of linguisti expression B 0 with intension B0 in possible world W is found,
ExtW B 0 =

n

o

W (B 0 (w=x))Æw w 2 W ;
2

We an assign linguisti expression B 0 to B0 by means of some linguisti approximation algorithm [2℄.
The last step is to nd v 0 2 W2 , v 0 = DEF(B0 ):
The defuzzi ation operation is de ned on the semanti level: for the possible world W , it is an
operation DEF : LW ! W su h that W (DEF(A)) > 0 ([12℄, p. 214, see also [7℄). The problem of
logi ally well-founded defuzzi ation method is one of dire tions of our further resear h. Currently we
are using defuzzi ation whi h is a ombination of the well known defuzzi ation methods LOM (Last of
Maxima), MOM (Mean of Maxima) and FOM (First of Maxima). It takes the right edge of the kernel,
enter of gravity, or the left hedge of the kernel for the non-in reasing (type \small"), with one peak
(type \medium") and non-de reasing (type \big") membership fun tion, respe tively.
The generalization of the results in this se tion for the (in pra ti e mu h more important situation)
where there are several ante edent variables X1 ; : : : ; Xn and the IF-THEN rules have the form

RIi := IF Ai;

1

AND : : : AND Ai;n THEN Bi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; r

is left to the reader.

7

The behavior of the fuzzy logi dedu tion

Generally speaking, the behavior of the fuzzy logi dedu tion depends on several fa tors, namely:
1. on rete setting of the fun tions ~G ,
2. the value of the threshold

0

,

3. the defuzzi ation method DEF.
We an study the behaviour of the fuzzy logi dedu tion by examining a fun tion LD : W1 ! W2 ,
whi h assigns a on lusion v 0 2 W2 to a given observation u0 2 W1 . We suppose that W1 and W2 are
real intervals [l wi ; rwi ℄, i = 1; 2. Moreover, we also assume that the possible world W = hhW1 ; W2 i; : : :i
is anoni al model of the theory TI .
It follows from Proposition 4 that if the linguisti des ription LDI is su h that it ful lls the property
0 (t) is a total fun tion, whi h means that for every observation is one IF-THEN rule sele ted
(P), SuitAn
and, onsequently, the on lusion B0 is de ned and therefore also LD is a total fun tion.
Be ause only one IF-THEN rule from the linguisti des ription is sele ted for the given observation
u0 2 W1 , the fun tion LD is only pie e-wise ontinuous. However, this non- ontinuity is not ne essarily
a major drawba k. In de ision-type problems, for example, we are not looking for ontinuity, but for
well-de ned behavior in every possible situation. Consider, e.g. the linguisti des ription

R
R

:=IF X is small THEN Y is big;
2 :=IF X is very small THEN Y is small;

1



If we interpret X as \distan e to obsta le" and Y as \angle of steering wheel", then it an be dangerous
to use for small observations more than one rule, be ause it an result in \medium" on lusion and rash
with the obsta le. This an be amended by a spe ial defuzzi ation method adapted to su h a situations.
However, we are onvin ed that su h a behavior onforms with the way of human reasoning and so, we
prefer to nd a onvenient inferen e me hanism.
In the next paper, we will study the behavior of fuzzy logi dedu tion in more details, we on entrate
on the modi ations of it whi h allow the fun tion LD to be ontinuous and study also approximation
apabilities of it. Another eld of study, whi h an be well formulated using our formalism, is fuzzy logi
dedu tion with linguisti ally expressed observations.
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Con lusion

We have presented in this paper methodology whi h treats fuzzy inferen e as a logi al dedu tion in
formal logi al system of fuzzy logi in narrow sense. This methodology have its ounterpart in algorithms
implemented in software system LFLC (Linguisti Fuzzy Logi Controller) developed in Institute for
Resear h and Appli ations of Fuzzy Modeling at University of Ostrava. It uses three atomi evaluating
expressions small, medium and big and linguisti hedges (with de reasing sharpness) extremely, highly,
very, more or less, roughly, quite roughly, very roughly interpreted in lusively with respe t to sharpness,
i.e. if x is very small then x is small also.
The LFLC system and fuzzy logi dedu tion implemented in it proved itself useful also in pra ti al
appli ations [11℄. Fuzzy logi dedu tion have been also used in methods for learning linguisti des riptions
from data [1, 3℄.
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